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In offIce or 3D - vIrtual?

lIngual orthoDontIcs 
anD clear alIgners for 

easy anD complex cases

Dr. Rafi Romano

goas rounD taBle

“The philosophy
of Invisalign treatment

in various Malocclusion”

gina theodoridis
Dimitris papageorgiou
christodoulos laspos

2nD DolphIn 
meDIterranean

meetIng

3D Surgery Master Class

Dr. Dario ventorre
orlando sartori

Davide conti 



STEFANOS
KARAKOUSOGLOU

Do we define something as it is or as we see it? When looking at an object, do we actually know 
that we all see the same thing? Greek philosopher Aenesidemus, born in Crete around 1BC, was 
in a quest to outline the limitations of scientific knowledge. Each person has different percep-
tions and how our senses perceive things and how we relate to this information and how we 
organize this self-gathered data is unique and can differ greatly from person to person. We are 
also inclined to be impressed by things that seem scarce and rare like a merely significant comet 
passing by, while something so powerful and majestic like the blazing sun is something that skips 
our daily attention. So, Aenesidemus developed ten modes of skepticism. A set of arguments to 
show that judgment is, at best, faulty and must be withheld on any issue. Thankfully, science has 
gone a long way since then and we are glad to have strong evidence upon which our practice of 
orthodontics can flourish. 

In the Greek Society of Lingual Orthodontics our aim is to advance the art and science of lingual 
orthodontics. Personally, my practice is strongly lingual oriented as 70% of my cases wear straight 
wire customized lingual appliances. It is the only truly invisible option. The most sophisticated, 
most versatile, most dynamic, and most accurate. It hasn’t been easy and it is still a challenge. 
I firmly believe there is no other medium in my hands to achieve the accurate, precise results 
I want for my patients. Results that respect the long-standing principles we have been taught. 
Having practiced for 36 years I believe this is a firm cognition. Could this be a biased inclination?

We put this meeting together to pose a question and gather perceptions around our beloved 
art and science of orthodontics. There is great new technology and promising ideas that mark 
a new era for us orthodontists. We invited Dr. Rafi Romano, an expert who can uniquely pres-
ent two greatly different “invisible” approaches: lingual braces and clear aligners, and challenge 
our critical thinking and current practices. The Greek Orthodontic Aligner Society will enrich the 
discussion on aligners with the contribution of three distinguished and esteemed orthodontists. 
We are also proud to host the great team of Dolphin Imaging from Italy. Their full-day detailed 
masterclass will present a new exciting dimension to maxillofacial surgery planning.

So we welcome the opportunity, in the land of Aenesidemus to share, learn, question, and get 
inspired. 

I would like to thank all the attendees to this meeting for your presence and I am really looking 
forward to sharing this experience with you.

Best wishes,
Stefanos Karakousoglou

President of GRESLO



DAy2nD DolphIn 
meDIterranean meetIng
3D Surgery Master Class

Dr. Dario Ventorre | Maxillofacial Surgeon at Santa Chiara Hospital | TRENTO (Italy)

Orlando Sartori | CEO INFOLAB - Dolphin Mediterranean

Davide Conti |  INFOLAB - Technical Area Manager INFOLAB

08.30 – 09.00 

09.00 – 09.10

09.15 – 11.00

11.00 – 11.30

11.30 – 13.30

13.30 – 14.30

14.30 – 15.30

15.30 – 17.30

17.30 – 17.45

17.45 – 18.30

Registration

orlando sartori & Davide conti – Welcome

I session – Dr. Dario Ventorre

• Patient data acquisition: wax, photos, gipsometric models, 

cone Beam

• Uploading .dicom and .stl files, superimposition and alignment 

in Dolphin environment

Coffee Break

II session – Dr. Dario Ventorre

• VSP

• Virtual jaw surgery

• Intermediate and final bite processing

Lunch

III session – Orlando Sartori

• Dolphin Imaging: Basic education, patient creation, image 

capturing and X-ray, management of timepoints.

• Patient management – data storage and export

Iv practical session – Dr. Dario Ventorre

Processing of a personal case

Coffee Break

v session – Davide Conti

What’s new in Dolphin: new features introduced in the latest 

versions and new products



DAy
lIngual orthoDontIcs
from 2D to vIrtual 3D

09:00 - 10:30

10:30

11:00 - 13:00

13:00

14:00 - 15:30

15:30

16:00 - 17:00

Constructive review of all lingual techniques

Coffee break

Biomechanics, buccal vs lingual, straight

wire vs individualized techniques, 

simplified vs virtual 3D

Lunch break

Simplified technique for bracket positioning vs virtual 

simulation and bracket positioning; hands-on exercise

Coffee break

Case presentation, discussion with

participant interaction



DAy
09:00 - 10:30

 

10:30 

11:00 - 13:00

 

13:00

14:00 - 15:30

15:30 - 17:00

17:00

17:30 - 18:30

Evolution of clear aligners and review of various 

techniques

Coffee break

Invisalign case presentation: tips and tricks on how to 

plan and modify treatment to optimal results

Lunch break

GOAS Round Table 

Preparation of in-office aligners with the aid  of Elemetrix 

or Orthoanalyzer software and 3D Printers

Coffee break

Difficult cases with aligners, 

with or without integration of braces

clear alIgners
from In-offIce
to fully customIzeD
technIque



RAFI ROMANO
DMD, MSc
Dr Rafi Romano is a specialist in orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics, earned at 
The Dental Faculty, Hebrew University, Hadassah Jerusalem. He maintains a private 
practice in Tel Aviv, Israel, limited to orthodontics, with an emphasis on adult and es-
thetic orthodontics.
Dr. Romano is a member of the Editorial Board of the International Journal of Esthetic 
Dentistry – IJED.
He is the editor of five books:  Lingual Orthodontics, (Decker, 1998), The Art of the 
Smile (Quintessence, 2005), The Art of Treatment Planning (Quintessence 2009), Lin-
gual & Esthetic Orthodontics, (Quintessence 2011) and The Art of Detailing, (Quintes-
sence, 2013).
Dr. Romano is the former Editor-in-chief of “Orthodontics: The Art and Practice of Den-
tofacial Enhancement,” Quintessence publishing (formerly, “World Journal of Ortho-
dontics” –WJO) and former editor of the Journal of the Israeli Orthodontic Society, 
He lectures worldwide on esthetic orthodontics and adult multidisciplinary orthodon-
tic treatment and conducts courses in lingual orthodontics around the globe.
He is an Active Member of the European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry - EAED, 
American Association of Orthodontics - AAO and the World Federation of Orthodon-
tists – WFO



SOcIAL 
EvENTS

20.30
Welcome dinner

21.00
gala dinner

chania highlights 60 € p.p.

Chania town & Countryside 75 € p.p.

cretan flavours 75 € p.p.

monastiri 
restaurant

Nykterida 
restaurant

55 € p.p.

65 € p.p.



regIstratIon

GRESLO
IOS

GAOS
members

ORThODOnTISTS

StudEntS

very early
15/01 - 15/03

early
16/03 - 01/07

regular
02/07 - 20/08

In sItu

250 €

In-offIce or 3D-vIrtual?
LInGUAL ORThODOnTICS AnD CLEAR ALIGnERS
FOR EASY AnD COMPLEX CASES

350 €

250 €

300 €

400 €

300 €

400 €

500 €

400 €

200 €

300 €

200 €

early 
until 01 - 07

regular
after 01/07

In sItu

250 €

DolphIn 3D surgery master class
(Maximum 15 pax)

310 €225 €
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